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The current CPUFa (Chirped Pulse Uniform Flow) and the new UF-CRDS (Uniform Flow Cavity Ring-Down Spec-
troscopy) setups relie mostly on the production of a good quality supersonic uniform flow.
A supersonic uniform flow is produced by expanding a gas through a Laval nozzle - similar to the nozzles used in
aeronautics - linked to a vacuum chamber. The expansion is characterized by an isentropic core where constant very low
kinetic temperature (down to 20K) and constant density are observed. The relatively large diameter of the isentropic core
associated with homogeneous thermodynamic conditions makes it a relevant tool for low temperature spectroscopy. On
the other hand, the length along the axis of the flow of this core (could be longer than 50cm) allows kinetic studies which
is one of the main interest of this setup (CRESU techniqueb).
The formation of a uniform flow requires an extreme accuracy in the design of the shape of the nozzle for a set of
defined temperature/density. The design is based on a Matlab program which retrieves the shape of the isentropic core
according to the method of characteristics prior to calculate the thickness of the boundary layerc.
Two different approaches are used to test the viability of a new nozzle derived from the program. First, a computational
fluid dynamic software (OpenFOAM) models the distribution of the thermodynamic properties of the expansion. Then,
fabricated nozzles using 3-D printing are tested based on Pitot measurements and spectroscopic analysesd. I will present
comparisons of simulation and measured performance for a range of nozzles. We will see how the high level of accuracy
of numerical simulations provides a deeper knowledge of the experimental conditions.
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